
Blacker’s Bulletin #23 

Khan Academy: This week in math we will be working on two-step word 

problems, reviewing polygons and taking a quiz. Let me know if you are having 

any trouble connecting with our classroom on Khan Academy. 
 

Distance Learning Packets: Our packets this week include a Reading Menu, 

cursive practice pages, a graphic organizer for practicing the reading focus skill, 

a leveled reader, a Daze passage and a vocabulary practice page. Again this week, 

we will use the leveled reader for fluency practice and skill practice. 
 

Fluency Practice: This means repeated reading out loud of the first section of the 

text. Please read out loud with your student each day from the leveled reader, 

pages two through five. Repeated reading of the same passage builds reading 

fluency. 
 

Skill Practice: This week we are practicing comparing and contrasting. This 

means that we are telling how details or ideas are alike and different. Please 

support your student with completing the venn diagram identifying details you 

find in the leveled reader that are alike and different. 

 

Homework 

1. Khan Academy math assignments 

2. Read leveled reader pages 2-5 each day out loud 

3. Finish leveled reader at least once 

4. Complete graphic organizer "Venn Diagram: Compare and Contrast" 

5. Reading Menu 28 

6. Daze #16 

7. Vocabulary Spelling City Lesson 22 assignments 

 - or - 

 Target Vocabulary practice page 

8. Cursive  

9. Read at least 20 minutes each day 
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Introduction
Have you seen flocks of birds flying south 

in late autumn, or north in the spring?  In some 
places, it’s a key sign of seasonal change, like 
falling leaves or budding branches.  

Even people who don’t know a squirrel from 
a hedgehog usually know this one basic fact 
about nature: birds migrate.  But far fewer people 
know this fact: fish migrate, too.  Hardly anyone 
notices, since fish travel through the water, not 
the air.  But they migrate all the same.

Only some kinds of fish (and only some kinds 
of birds) migrate.  Others are happy to just stay 
put while the migrators set out on journeys of 
seemingly impossible distances, against seemingly 
impossible odds.  What makes them do it?
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Why Do Fish Migrate?
Like birds, fish migrate for one reason above 

all.  It’s an important one: survival.
Many fish migrate to places where they can 

find plenty of food.  Plankton, or tiny plants and 
animals that float in salt water and fresh water, is a 
favorite food for many fish.  Plankton is plentiful 
in different places at different times of the year.  So 
fish may travel long distances to find it.  They may 
also feed on smaller fish that eat plankton.  

Why do fish 
migrate?

I’d like to 
know. It’s a lot 

of work.
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Fish also migrate to find the best places to 
breed, or lay their eggs.  Many fish parents pick 
breeding areas that are far away from where they 
normally live and eat.  Why?  Young fish may eat 
different foods from that of their parents.  So the 
parents lay their eggs where their babies can find 
the food they need to grow.  Parent fish also may 
lay their eggs far from home so they don’t end up 
eating their own babies.  (Accidents happen.)

But not all migrating fish seem to be looking 
for food, or better breeding grounds.  Scientists 
aren’t sure why some species migrate.  Maybe they 
just want a change of scenery!

This looks like 
a great place to 
have our babies!

Babies.  Mmm.  
Delicious!
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Where Do Fish Migrate?
Migrating fish head to many different 

destinations.  But they can be divided into 
three main groups.  

The first group of migrating fish is 
called oceanodromous (oh shu NOD reh 
mes).  Oceanos is the Greek word for ocean. 
These fish migrate in salt water only.  Most 
migrating fish fall into this category.

Another group of migrating fish is 
called potamodromous (paw ta MOD reh 
mes).  Potamos is the Greek word for river. 
These fish migrate in fresh water only.  

A third group is called diadromous (dye 
AD reh mes).  Dia is the Greek word for 
between.  These fish migrate between fresh 
water, such as a lake, and salt water, such as 
the ocean.  They may live in fresh water and 
migrate to salt water when it’s time to breed, 
or they may do the opposite, and live in salt 
water and migrate to fresh water.
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potamodromous fish

I’m a tuna. 
I migrate in 

salt water only.

diadromous fish

oceanodromous fish

We salmon go both ways.  
We migrate between fresh 

water and salt water.  

They call me a 
“brown trout”.  I 

migrate in fresh water 
only.  
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The most famous diadromous fish are salmon.  
(If you’d heard of fish migration at all, it’s probably 
because of salmon.)  Salmon are born in fresh-
water streams.  Then they migrate down the 
streams to the ocean.  They live in salt water for a 
few years and then return upstream to breed. 

Migrating 
is hard work for 

a salmon! 
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The salmon’s journey upstream is dramatic.  It 
may take several months.  Salmon sometimes leap 
into the air, over thunderous waterfalls and rapids, 
to avoid strong currents that would carry them 
back to the sea. 
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From Fresh Water to Salt Water 
(or Vice Versa)

Some migrating fish also have special features 
that help them adjust to traveling between fresh 
and salt water.

Fish that live in fresh water have salty fluid 
in their bodies.  When they swim, they absorb 
fresh water through their skin.  Then they expel, 
or get rid of, some of this water so that they don’t 
become waterlogged, or bloated with water.  These 
fish have to keep a mix of salty and unsalty fluid in 
their bodies.  Without the right amount of each, 
the fish will die.

No, thanks.  
Just a nice big 
tank of fresh 
water, please.
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When fresh-water fish travel to salt water, 
things change.  Salt water contains much more salt 
than a fish’s body can handle.  A fresh-water fish 
drinks seawater to keep from drying out.  But then 
it expels all the extra salt back into the sea.  So the 
fish still keeps the right balance of salty and unsalty 
fluids in its body.

Only a few types of fish, including salmon and 
some kinds of trout and herring, can survive in 
both fresh water and salt water.  

Fresh Water to Salt Water

fresh-water
fish

ocean
(salt water)

river
(fresh water)
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How Do Fish Know Where They’re Going?
Like birds, migrating fish travel enormous 

distances without maps, compasses, or signs.  How 
do they do it? 

Some fish find their way through the 
underwater landscape by using their sense of 
smell.  That’s how salmon move between the ocean 
and fresh water.  Some salmon travel thousands 
of miles to reach the streams where they breed.  
Each salmon remembers the scent of the stream in 
which it hatched.  When the adult salmon migrates 
back through the ocean toward the stream, the 
scent of that stream gets stronger.  

Ahh.  
The sweet smell of 

fresh water!
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But not all fish can use smell to migrate.  
Some migrating fish are guided by changes in 
water temperature.  If the water gets too chilly, 
for example, they may know they’ve veered off 
their course.  

We tuna migrate north 
and south every year.  

We follow the changes in 
the ocean temperature.
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In other cases, scientists just don’t know how 
fish navigate when they migrate.  Eels are one 
such case.  Some eels travel nearly 4,000 miles to 
their breeding grounds!  Nothing gets in their way.  
They even wiggle out of the water and over solid 
surfaces such as dams or pipes if they have to.  But no 
one’s figured out exactly how they know which way to 
go.  The odds against them seem pretty frightening.

But eels don’t think this way.  Like all migrating 
fish, they just keep swimming!

Nothing gets in 
the way of 

eel migration!
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Responding
TARGET SKILL   Compare and Contrast   

Copy the chart below.  Complete the chart 
by writing one detail about what each fish 
does that the other does not. 

Text to World  What if suddenly there were 
no more fish?  Write a paragraph describing 
what the world would be like.  What would 
be the same?  What would be different? 

Write About It

	 ?	 Both types  ? 
  of fish  
  migrate.

	Oceanodromous	 Both  Potamodromous
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accidents
chilly
dramatic
frightening
landscape

migrate
plenty
solid
survival
thunderous

TARGET VOCABULARY

TARGET SKILL   Compare and Contrast  Tell 
how details or ideas are alike and different.

TARGET STRATEGY   Visualize  As you read, use 
selection details to picture what is happening.

GENRE  Informational text gives factual 
information about a topic.






